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Renyi 二次熵在適應性無限脈波響應濾波器的全域最佳化
Global Optimization of Adaptive IIR Filters Using Renyi’s
Quadratic Entropy
賴慶安
Ching-An Lai
Abstract
In this paper, we propose an adaptive IIR filter training algorithm, referred to as
the ITL algorithm, which is based on minimizing Renyi’s quadratic entropy by utilizing
a non-parametric pdf estimator, Parzen windowing. By exploiting the kernel size used
in the Parzen window estimator, we force the proposed algorithm to converge to the
global minimum of the performance surface. We compare the performance of the ITL
algorithm with that of the LMS-SAS and NLMS algorithms with decreasing step size
capable of finding the global optimum and conclude in simulations that the ITL algorithm is superior.
Keywords: adaptive IIR filter, Renyi’s quadratic entropy, MSE, global optimization.

摘要
這篇文章建議使用資料理論學習演算法則到適應性無限脈波響應濾波器訓練
演算法則上。此演算奠基於極小化 Renyi 的二次熵。此二次熵是由 Parzen 視窗(一
種非參數型機率密度函數估測器)所估算。借著運用視窗估測器中核心大小的特性
而能強迫演算法則收斂到表現面的絶對極佳點。我們比較資料理論學習演算法則
和二種最小均方根演算法則(機率估算迴旋平滑法、標準化法)的表現。模擬結果
顯示資料理論學習演算法則比較優良。

關鍵詞：適應性無限脈波響應濾波器，Renyi 二次熵，最小均方差，全域最佳化

I. INTRODUCTION
Adaptive infinite impulse response (IIR) filters have
the advantage of approximating pole-zero models more
accurately than the equivalent order finite impulse response (FIR) filters, thereby reducing the computational
cost in terms of the number of coefficients to be estimated.
Unfortunately, adaptive IIR filtering has some drawbacks,
such as instability during the adaptation process, slow
convergence and local minimum in the cost function [1],
[2], [3], [4]. Therefore, conventional gradient-based algorithms, e.g., the least mean square (LMS) algorithm [1],
might converge to one of these local minimum, resulting
in an unacceptable suboptimal solution.
Several methods have been proposed for the global
optimization of adaptive IIR filters [5], [6], [7]. Srinivasan
et al. [8] have used a stochastic approximation for the
convolution smoothing (SAS) technique in order to obtain
a global optimization algorithm [7], [9], [10]. They
showed that smoothing can be approximated by the addition of a variable perturbing noise source to the LMS algo*

rithm. We modify this perturbing noise by multiplying it
with its cost function. The modified algorithm, which is
referred to as the LMS-SAS algorithm in this paper, results
in better performance when compare to the original algorithm by Srinivasan et al. Since we use the instantaneous
(stochastic) gradient instead of the expected value of the
gradient, error in estimating the gradient naturally occurs.
This gradient estimation error can also be utilized to act as
the perturbing noise. Consequently, another approach for
global IIR filter optimization is the normalized LMS
(NLMS) algorithm. The behavior of the NLMS algorithm
with decreasing step size is similar to that of the
LMS-SAS algorithm from a global optimization perspective.
The mean square error criterion has been extensively
used in the theory of adaptive systems [11]. This is due to
its analytical simplicity and the common assumption of
Gaussian distributed signals. However, the assumption of
Gaussian distribution is not always sufficiently accurate.
Therefore, a criterion that considers higher-order statistics
is necessary for the training of adaptive systems, in general.
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Shannon [12] first introduced the entropy of a given probability distribution function, which provides a measure of
the average information in that distribution. By utilizing
the Parzen window estimator [13], we can estimate the pdf
directly from a set of samples. It is quite straightforward to
apply the entropy criterion to the system identification
framework [14], [15]. The pdf of the error signal between
the desired signal and the output signal of adaptive filters
must be as close as possible to a delta distribution, δ(.).
Hence, the supervised training problem becomes an entropy minimization problem, as suggested by Erdogmus
and Principe [14]. The kernel size of the Parzen window
estimator is an important parameter in the global optimization procedure that we are about to discuss. It was conjectured in [14] that for a sufficiently large kernel size, the
local minimum of the error entropy criterion can be eliminated. It was suggested that starting with a large kernel
size, and then slowly decreasing this parameter to a predetermined suitable value, the training algorithm can converge to the global minimum of the cost function. The error entropy criterion considered in [14], however, does not
consider the mean of the error signal, since entropy is invariant to translation. A modification to the error entropy
criterion, in order to take this point into account, has been
successfully applied to echo cancellation by global optimization [25]. The proposed criterion is then shown to
exhibit the conjectured global optimization behavior in the
training of kautz filters. In this paper, we discuss theoretically, in detail, the global optimization behavior.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews
the LMS-SAS and NLMS algorithms. Section III derives
the ITL algorithm. Monte Carlo simulation results from
the training IIR filter model are given in Section IV. Section V discusses the global minimum searching capability
of the ITL algorithm for the special case studied in the
previous section. We conclude the paper and summarize
our results in Section VI.
II. LMS-SAS AND NLMS ALGORITHM
We have modified the algorithm by Srinivasan et al.
[8] to obtain global optimization algorithms. This class of
algorithms involve minimizing the MSE between the desired output, d(n), and the output of the adaptive filter, y(n)
(as depicted in Fig. 1). The MSE objective function can be
written as:
ξ ( n, θ ) =

{

1
1
2
E {e 2 ( n , θ )} = E [d ( n ) − y ( n ) ]
2
2

}

and data vector Φ(n) be defined as:

Φ(n) = [x(n),L, x(n − M ), y(n −1),L, y(n − N)]

T

From the approximated relation

∇θ ξ (n,θ - η (n))Δ ∇θ ξ (n,θ ) - η (n) [8]

M

∑a
i=0

i

x(n − i) +

N

∑b
j=0

i

θ ( n + 1) = θ ( n) + μ ( n)e( n)∇ θ y ( n) + μ ( n)e( n)η ( n) (5)
Where η(n)represents the added random number, μ(n)is
the learning rate, which decreases over the iterations, and
e(n) is the error between the desired output and the adaptive filter output.
The gradient ∇ θ y (n ) is defined as:
∇ θ y (n) = Φ (n) +

N

∑

j= 1

b j∇ θ y ( n − j )

θ ( n + 1) = θ ( n ) +

μ (n)
∇θ y(n)

2

∇ θ y (n )e(n )

(7)
Due to the noisy gradient estimate, the expected behavior
of the NLMS algorithm is similar to that of the LMS-SAS
algorithm. Hence, the NLMS algorithm with decreased
step size has the capacity to converge to the global minimum. For LMS-SAS and NLMS algorithms, interested
readers can refer to [26].
III. ITL ALGORITHM
In this section, we derive the information-theoretic
learning (ITL) algorithm based on Renyi’s quadratic entropy. If the criterion for adaptation is minimum error entropy as proposed in [14] the steepest descent training algorithm for adapting the IIR filter weights becomes:
θ ( n + 1) = θ ( n ) − μ ( n )

∂H (e)
∂θ

(1)

y (n − i)

(2)

(3)

(6)

The advantage of the LMS-SAS algorithm Eq.(5) is that a
single error source needs to be added to the desired response, unlike a different noise source to each weight as in
previous work. Alternatively, the NLMS algorithm is
given by:

Let the parameter vector

θ = [a 0 , L , a M , b1 , L , b N ]T

,

we can derive the LMS-SAS algorithm as:

Where E denotes statistical expectation and the output can
be described as:
y (n) =

(4)

Fig. 1

Adaptive filter model

(8)
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where Shannon’s entropy [12] given by
∞

H s (ε ) = − ∫

f ε (ξ ) log f ε (ξ ) d ξ

(9)
could be utilized. In practice, an analytical expression of
the error pdf is not available and nonparametric estimators
for Shannon’s entropy require heavy computations. If we
utilize the (quadratic) entropy definition by Renyi, which
is
−∞

H

( ε ) = − log

∫

∞

f ε 2 (ξ ) d ξ

(10)
as an alternative, it is possible to derive a low-complexity
estimator using Parzen windowing with Gaussian kernels
[15]. In the system identification scheme using adaptive
IIR filters, clearly, our goal is to adjust the coefficients of
the adaptive IIR filter such that the error pdf, f e is close to
R2

−∞

a delta distribution, δ(.). Hence, we consider minimizing
the integrated square error IED between the error pdf and
the targeted delta distribution.
∞

−∞
∞

f e (ε ) 2 dε - 2f e (0) + c

(11)
were c stands for the portions of this Euclidean distance
measure that do not depend on the weights of the adaptive
system. Notice that, the integral of the square of the error
pdf appears exactly as in the definition of Renyi’s quadratic entropy. Therefore, it can be estimated directly from
its
−∞

f e (ε ) =

1
N

N

∑ κ (ε − e
i =1

i

,σ 2 )

I ED ( f ε ) =

1
N2

N

(12)

If N → ∞ , then fˆe (ε ) = f e (ε ) *κ(ε,σ 2 ) [14], where * denotes
the convolution operator. Thus, utilizing a Parzen window
estimator for the error pdf is equivalent to add an independent random noise with the pdf κ(ε,σ 2 ) to the error.
The error, with the additive noise, becomes d-y+n =
(d+n)-y. This is similar to injecting a random noise to the
desired signal as suggested by Wang et al. in [16]. The
advantage of our approach is that we do not explicitly
generate noise samples. We simple take advantage of the
estimation noise produced by the Parzen estimator, which
as demonstrated above, works as an additive, independent
noise source. The kernel size, which controls the variance
of the hypothetical noise term, should be annealed during
the adaptation, just like the variance of the injected noise
in [16]. From the injected noise point of view, the algorithm behaves similar to the well-known stochastic annealing algorithm; the noise which is added to the desired
signal backpropagates through the error gradient, resulting
in perturbations in the weight updates in a random manner.
However, since our algorithm does not explicitly use a
noise signal, its operation is more similar to convolution
smoothing. For a sufficiently large kernel size, the local
minimum of the ITL criterion are eliminated by smoothening of the performance surface. Thus, by starting with a
large kernel size, the algorithm can approach to the global
minimum, avoiding any local minimum that would have

N

∑ ∑κ ( e
i =1

i

j =1

− e j ,2σ 2 ) −

1
N2

N

N

i =1

j =1

∑ ∑κ ( e , σ
i

2

) (13)

The gradient vector ∇θ I ED ( f e ) to be used in the steepest
descent algorithm is obtained as
∇ θ I ED ( f ε ) =

I ED ( f e ) = ∫ ( f e (ε ) − δ (ε )) 2 dε
=∫

existed if the kernel size was to be small. Since the global
minimum of the error entropy criterion with large kernel
size does not, in general, coincide with the true global
minimum, annealing the kernel size is required. This is
equivalent to gradually reducing the amount of the noise
injected to the desired signal to a small suitable value. At
the end, the algorithm with the small kernel size can converge to the true global minimum.
By substituting the Parzen window estimator for the
error pdf in the integral of Eq.(11), and recognizing that
the convolution of two Gaussian functions is also a Gaussian, we obtain the ITL criterion as (after dropping all the
terms that are independent of the weights):

1
2N σ
2

N

2

∑ [(e
i =1

i

− e j )κ (e i − e j ,2σ 2 )

(∇ θ y ( n − i ) − ∇ θ y ( n − j ) − 2e i κ (e i , σ 2 )∇ θ y(n - i)]

(14)

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we adapt all the parameters and compare the performances of the LMS, LMS-SAS,
NLMS, and ITL algorithms in terms of their capability to
obtain the global optimum in a system identification
framework using a simple one section IIR.
In this example, we will identify the following unknown system.
H(z) =

1 - 1.1z -1
1 − 1 . 1314 z − 1 + 0 . 25 z

−2

(15)
by a reduced order pole-zero adaptive filter of the form
H(z) =

1 + bz -1
1 − az −1

(16)
The goal is to determine the values of the coefficients
{a, b} of the above equation, such that the proper cost
function (MSE or ITL) is minimized. The reference IIR
filter is excited with a white Gaussian input signal with
zero mean and unit variance. The cost function has two
minimum, and we would like to avoid the local solution
(see Fig. 2). The step size is chosen to be μ(n) = 0.01 for
LMS, μ(n) = 0.001 for the ITL algorithm, and a linearly
−5
decreasing step size of μ(n) = 0.1(1−0.5×10 n) is used for the
LMS-SAS and NLMS algorithms. The kernel size of the
Parzen window estimator is also a linearly decreasing
−5
function of iterations, μ(n) = 3(1−0.5×10 n) + 0.25. Table 1
shows the number of times the global and local minimum
are hit by various algorithms. The results are given for a
set of 100 Monte Carlo simulations where random initial
conditions of are used in each run. For demonstration purposes, a single weight-track for each algorithm is given in
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Table 1

System identification of adaptive filter

Here,

μe = μd − μ y
σ e2 = R d2 ( 0 ) + R y2 ( 0 ) − 2 R dy ( 0 ) + σ 2

Fig. 2, 3, 4, and 5, where is initialized to a point near the
local minimum. Notice that the ITL algorithm achieves the
global minimum 100 % of the time, while the other algorithms are susceptible to the local minimum.
V. DISCUSSION
In the previous example, if the input signal is set to
have a Gaussian distribution, N(μx ,σx2 ) , then the desired
signal will also be Gaussian, N(μd , σd2 ) . The output signal of
2
the adaptive filter will be a Gaussian as well, N(μy , σ y ) .
Under these assumptions, the analytical expression for the
ITL criterion for the example studied in the previous section can be determined to be:

I ED ( f e ) =

Fig. 2

1
4 πσ

2
e

-

−

2
2 πσ

Convergence characteristic of

2
e

e

μ e2
2 σ e2

θ in LMS algorithm

(17)

(18)
where Rd (t) and Rx (t) are the variance of desired output
signal and input signal, respectively, Rdy(t) is the covariance of desired output signal and input signal, and σe2 increases by σ2, which is corresponding to the Gaussian
kernel function of the Parzen window estimator. Fig. 6
shows the equilevel contours of the analytical expression
in Eq. (17) for the ITL criterion. Notice that for large the
performance surface is smoothen and there is a single
minimum (top left). When θ is decreased the local minimum at the bottom right shows up, and so any initial condition on the top half will not converge to the global
minimum. The convergence characteristics of the adaptation process for the filter coefficients towards the global
optimum are shown in Fig. 6. In the beginning of the adaptation process, the estimated error variance σe2 is large
due to the significantly large value of the kernel size, σ2, in
the Gaussian kernel function of the Parzen window estimator. Therefore, the first term of the right hand side of Eq.
(17) is considerably smaller than the second term. Thus it
can be neglected in the beginning stage of the adaptation
process. We observe that the second term concentrates
more tightly around μe= μd-μy =0 associated with the increasing σe 2, i.e., the increasing σ2. The straight line in Fig.
6 (b) is the line of μe = μd-μ y =0. It is clear from Fig. 6,

Fig. 3

Convergence characteristic of

θ in LMS-SAS algorithm
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that the weight-track of the ITL algorithm converges towards the line of μe= μd - μy =0 as we predicted in the
theoretical analysis given above. When the size, σ2, of the
Gaussian kernel function slowly decreases during adaptation, the ITL cost function will gradually converge back to
the original one, which might exhibit local minimum.
VI. CONCLUSION
Global optimization of adaptive IIR filters is a major
problem that prevents the wide use of these filters in adaptive signal processing tasks. The main difficulty in training
IIR filters is the existence of local optima when the poles
are adapted to minimize the commonly used MSE criterion.
In this paper, we proposed the information theoretic adaptation criterion based on Renyi’s quadratic entropy. The
proposed ITL criterion and kernel annealing approach allowed stable adaptation of the poles to their global optimal
values.
We have investigated the performance of the proposed criterion and the associated steepest descent algorithm in IIR filter adaptation. Based on a previous conjecture that proposed annealing the kernel size in the
non-parametric estimator of Renyi’s entropy to achieve
global optimization, we have designed the proposed information theoretic learning algorithm, which is shown to
converge to the global minimum of the performance
surface for various adaptive filter topologies. The proposed
algorithm successfully adapted the filter poles avoiding
local minimum 100 % of the time. This behavior has been
found in many other cases.

Fig. 5

Convergence characteristic of θ in ITL algorithm

Fig. 6

ITL contour plots for different

σ
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